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Transition to D matter from hot, dense nuclear matter
within a relativistic mean field formulation of the nonlinear s and v model
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An investigation of the transition toD matter is performed based on a relativistic mean field formulation of
the nonlinears andv model. We demonstrate that in addition to theD-meson coupling, the occurrence of the
baryon resonance isomer also depends on the nucleon-meson coupling. Our results show that for the favored
phenomenological value ofm* andK, theD isomer exists at baryon density;2 –3r0 if b51.31 is adopted.
For universal coupling of the nucleon andD, the D density at baryon density;2 –3r0 and temperature
;0.4–0.5 fm21 is about normal nuclear matter density, which is in accord with a recent experimental finding.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the central aims of high-energy heavy ion co
sions is to understand the properties of hadronic matte
high temperature and densities. Hadronic matter may ha
rich structure under high compression and at high excita
energies. There are conjectures about abnormal nuclear
ter ~such as resonance isomers! at high density, r'3
–5r0. Relativistic mean field calculations, using an extend
Walecka Lagrangian with nonlinears field, predict that the
nuclear equation of state may yield a second minimum
aboutr'3r0 if the D resonance is introduced@1#. Further-
more, it has been pointed out that the existence of the den
isomer can change several observables substantially, e
cially particle production yields@2#.

In Ref. @1# it was shown that the appearance of a seco
minimum as well as its exact position and depth depend
the scalar and vector coupling constant of theD. However,
the investigation is limited to only one parameter set wh
leads to the saturation properties of nuclear matter with c
pressibility K5344 MeV, effective massmN* /mN50.678 at
the saturation densityr50.17 fm23 for which the compress
ibility is too large. It is now known that an accurate mea
field equation requires 0.6&m* /m&0.65 and 200&K&280
MeV in order to reproduce reasonable energy systema
spin-orbit splittings, and deformation in finite nuclei@3–5#. It
has been pointed out that the parameter set is rather re
tive for compressibility within a favorable regio
K5200–300 MeV for the Walecka type model with nonli
ears field. Bodmer has introduced a self-interaction vec
field in addition to the nonlinear scalar field@3# into the
effective Lagrangian, which has been found to be import
for accurately modeling the self-energies and consequ
nuclear properties. This approach introduces a density
pendence that goes beyond what is included in nonrelat
tic Brueckner theory. With this model the properties for bo
finite nuclear systems and the saturation properties of nuc
matter can be well described simultaneously@6,7#. Further-
more, inclusion of the vector meson quartic self-interact
560556-2813/97/56~3!/1570~6!/$10.00
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makes it possible to fitK and m* with positive c, particu-
larly for the favored phenomenological values
m* /mN'0.6, K'200–300 MeV@3–5# and to give a large
softening of the nuclear equation of state~EOS!. Therefore,
the model also provides a means to study the influence
different parameter sets corresponding to different satura
properties of nuclear matter on the nuclear EOS when aD
resonance is introduced. In addition, recent experiments h
indicated that large numbers ofD ’s are produced in the re
action zone of heavy ion collisions at beam energies of 1
GeV/nucleon@8,9#. Therefore, it becomes more interesting
reinvestigate the problem of the transition toD matter based
on a model which can accurately model nuclear propert
The aim of this paper is to study the properties of hot, de
nuclear matter, mainly the behavior of the energy per bary
the effective mass, the density of nucleons andD ’s versus
the baryon density at various temperatures when aD reso-
nance is introduced via a relativistic mean field formulati
of the nonlinears-v model introduced by Bodmer. We pa
special attention to the problem of the transition toD matter.
The outline of the paper is as follows: in the next section
will briefly introduce the theoretical framework and in Se
III we present our results and summary.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The effective Lagrangian can be written as

L5LF1LI . ~1!

HereLF is the Lagrangian density for free nucleon,D, and
meson fields

LF5 c̄ ~ igm]m2mN!c1 c̄Dn~ igm]m2mD!cD
n

1 1
2 ]ms]ms2U~s!2 1

4 vmnvmn1U~v!, ~2!

and U(s), U(v) are the self-interaction part of the scal
field and vector field

U~s!5 1
2 ms

2s21 1
3 b~gss!31 1

4 c~gss!4, ~3!
1570 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. The parameter sets used in the calculation as well as the corresponding saturation prope
nuclear matter.ms5550 MeV andmv5783 MeV are used for all cases.

gs gv b c Z Ebin mN* /mN K ~MeV! r0

set 1 9.187 10.425 6.641 2.047 ` 215.84 0.678 344 0.17
set 2 11.77 13.88 13.447 10.395 3.655215.75 0.6 200 0.1484
set 3 11.32 13.87 1.279 50.645 3.655 215.75 0.6 300 0.1484
set 4 10.285 11.73 8.3553 83.33 2.0602215.75 0.7 200 0.1484
set 5 8.52 9.049 26.5472 312.6 1.5476 215.75 0.8 200 0.1484
rti
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U~v!5 1
2 mv

2 vmvmS 11
gv

2

2

vmvm

Z2 D , ~4!

respectively.LI is the interaction Lagrangian density

LI5LNN1LDD1LDN5gsc̄~x!c~x!s~x!

2gvc̄~x!gmc~x!vm~x!1gs
Dc̄Dn~x!cD

n ~x!s~x!

2gv
Dc̄Dn~x!gmcD

n ~x!vm~x!, ~5!

wherecDm is the Rarita-Schwinger spinor of theD baryon.
The symbols and notation have their usual meaning@10#. It
should be noticed that in addition to the cubic and qua
self-interaction of the scalar field, a quartic self-interaction
the vector field has also been introduced according to
suggestion of Bodmer@3#. The coupling strengths ofgs ,
gv , andb, c, Z used in the calculations are given in Table
The set 1 is taken as the same one used in@1# and the others
are from@3#. Little is known about theD coupling strengths
gs

D and gv
D . Usually, parametersa and b defined as

a5gv
D/gv , b5gs

D/gs are introduced instead ofgv
D andgs

D .
There are several choices fora andb: ~1! universal coupling
constant for nucleon andD, i.e., a 5 b 5 1, based on the
quark counting argument@11,12#, ~2! a 5 b 5 1.31, assum-
ing that the coupling strengths show a splitting similar to
mass splitting ofD and nucleon,~3! a51 andb51.31 since
thev meson has a real quark-antiquark structure while ths
meson has not, and~4! the recent calculations with the QC
sum rule method yielda'0.5, while no prediction forb
@13#. The choices of~1!, ~3!, and~4! will be investigated in
this paper. The choice~2! will not be investigated consider
ing the arguments of~3! and ~4!.

For symmetric, infinite isotropic nuclear matter the fo
lowing equations of motion for the model can be deriv
within mean field approach:

~ igm]m2mN* 2gvgmvm!c50,

~ igm]m2mD* 2gv
Dgmvm!cD50,

ms
2s1b~gss!21c~gss!35gsrs ,

mv
2 v0S 11gv

2
v0

2

Z2 D 5gvrb , ~6!

where,

mN* 5mN2gss,
c
f
e

e

mD* 5mD2gs
Ds. ~7!

The scalar densityrs and vector densityrb are the sum of
the nucleon andD scalar and vector densities, respectivel

rs5rs~N!1brs~D!,

rb5rB~N!1arB~D!. ~8!

The thermodynamic potential for a system at finite tempe
ture is written as

V52TlnZ5@U~s!2U~v!#V

2TF(
k,l

ln~11e2~EN* 1gvv02m!/T!

1(
k,l

ln~11e2~EN* 1gvv01m!/T!

1(
k,l

ln~11e2~ED
* 1agvv02m!/T!

1(
k,l

ln~11e2~ED
* 1agvv01m!/T!G , ~9!

where

Ei* 5Ak21mi*
2. ~10!

The thermodynamic functions can be derived from the th
modynamic potential. The baryon density is written as

rB52
1

V

]V

]m
5(

i

g~ i !

~2p!3E d3k@ni~T!2 n̄ i~T!#

5rB~N!1rB~D!, ~11!

whereg( i )54, 16 for i 5N, D, respectively, with
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nN~T!5
1

~11e~EN* 1gvv02m!/T!
,

n̄N~T!5
1

~11e~EN* 1gvv01m!/T!
,

nD~T!5
1

~11e~ED
* 1agvv02m!/T!

,

n̄D~T!5
1

~11e~ED
* 1agvv01m!/T!

. ~12!

Here it should be noticed thatrB is not equal torb when
aÞ1. The conserved quantity isrB but notrb . rb serves as
the source term of the vector field. From Eqs.~11! and ~12!
rs( i ) andrB( i ) can be expressed as

rs~ i !5
g~ i !

~2p!3E d3k
m*

~k21m* 2!1/2
@ni~T!1 n̄ i~T!#,

rB~ i !5
g~ i !

~2p!3E d3k@ni~T!2 n̄ i~T!#,

i 5N,D. ~13!

The energy is given by

e5eB1es1ev , ~14!

with

eB5(
i

g~ i !

~2p!3E d3k~k21mi*
2!1/2@ni~T!1 n̄ i~T!#,

i 5N,D,

es5U~s!,

ev5gvrbv02
1

2
mv

2 v0
2S 11

gv
2

2

v0
2

Z2 D . ~15!

The pressure can be derived as

P52
]V~T,V,m!

]V U
T,m

5PB1Ps1Pv , ~16!

with

PB5(
i

g~ i !

~2p!3E d3k
k2

~k21m* 2!1/2
@ni~T!1 n̄ i~T!#,

Ps52U~s!,

Pv5U~v!. ~17!

The nucleon and delta effective massmN* andmD* , respec-
tively, have to satisfy the self-consistency relation:
mN* 2mN1Cs
2S rs2

b

gs
3 ~mN* 2mN!21

c

gs
4 ~mN* 2mN!3D 50,

mD* 2mD2b~mN* 2mN!50. ~18!

To compute the thermodynamic functions, one first speci
T and m. The self-consistency relation~18! and field equa-
tions ~6! are then solved to determine the effective mas
mN* andmD* as well asv0 . Then the energy and pressure c
be evaluated through Eqs.~11!, ~14!, and~16!.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND SUMMARY

In Fig. 1 we show the energy per baryon as a function
density ~‘‘EOS’’ ! at T50 for various cases witha51,
b51 and 1.31 and parameter sets 1–5 given in Table
Comparing the results forb51 andb51.31, we find that the
‘‘EOS’’ strongly depends on theD-meson coupling. I.e.
there is no second minimum for the cases withb 5 1, while
for b51.31 a second minimum~i.e., theD isomer! may oc-
cur. In addition, we find that the appearance of a sec
minimum as well as its position and depth also strongly
pends on the nucleon-meson coupling, which is fixed by
saturation properties of nuclear matter characterized by
effective massm* and compressibilityK. This can be seen
from Fig. 1 by comparing the results with different param
eter sets. Another important feature is that the introducion
the quartic term of vector field obviously favors the appe
ance of a second minimum due to its effect of softening
EOS at high density. For instance, the EOS calculated w
set 1, for which the vector meson field has no quartic te
has no second minimum forb 51.31~also see@1#!, while for
other cases with the quartic term of the vector field int
duced ~set 2–5 given in Table I! all have second minima

FIG. 1. The energy per baryon as a function of the baryon d
sity at zero temperature. The solid, dashed, pointed, dash-poin
long-short dashed lines correspond to the results calculated wit
1–set 5 given in Table I, respectively. The results forb51 are
pointed by arrow and others are forb51.31. The results with set 5
for both b51 andb51.31 are the same
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except the case with set 5 which has large effective m
mN* /mN50.8.

Now let us further analyze how the appearance of a s
ond minimum as well as its position and the depth are c
related with the saturation properties of nuclear matter w
b 5 1.31 is adopted. In order to investigate the depende
on the effective mass, let us compare the ‘‘EOS’’ calcula
with parameter sets 2, 4, 5, which have the sameK5200
MeV, but different effective massesmN* /mN50.6, 0.7, and
0.8, respectively. For the first two cases, there exist a sec
minimum, but for set 4 the minimum is much shallower a
at much higher density than that for set 2. For set 5, w
largemN* /mN50.8, there is no second minimum. In fact,
the case of set 5 the ‘‘EOS’’ follows the same curve for bo
b51 and b51.31 and theD density remains zero as th
baryon density increases. The results clearly imply that
small saturated effective mass favors the appearance
second minimum. For the cases of set 2 and 3, which co
pond to the same effective mass (mN* /mN50.6), but different
compressibilityK5200, 300 MeV, respectively, a secon
minimum is obtained at almost the same positi
(rB /r0'3) for both cases, but the depth of the second m
mum is different. For set 2 withK5200 MeV, the second
minimum is lower than that of set 3 withK5300 MeV and
even lower than the first minimum. That means that with
given effective mass the depth of the second minimum
pends on the saturated compressibilityK. With smaller val-
ues ofK, the second minimum becomes deeper. Moreov
the difference between the ‘‘EOS’’ calculated withb51.31
is larger than that calculated withb51. That means that the
influence of the compressibility on the ’EOS’ is strong
whenb51.31 than that whenb51.

In order to further investigate the influence of theD cou-
pling constants on the ‘‘EOS,’’ we compare the results w
different choices ofa andb, but the same parameter set~we
take set 2!. In Fig. 2 we show the energy per baryon as
function of rB at zero temperature for differentD coupling
constants. The calculations are carried out fora50.6 sug-
gested by the QCD sum rule calculations@13#. In this case

FIG. 2. The same as Fig. 1, but for variousa and b with pa-
rameter set 2 only.
ss
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rb is smaller than baryon densityrB sincea is much smaller
than unity, consequently, a weaker repulsion is produced
v meson according to Eq.~6!. The calculated results fo
a50.6 show that whenb2a>0.35 ~i.e., for cases of
a50.6,b50.95,1.0,1.1) the interaction is too attractive a
the energy per baryon starts to decrease atrB51.5–2.5r0
and then becomes very negative. It implies that the diff
ence betweena andb should not be too large. For smalle
b ~50.9 and 0.85! the second minimum happens at high
density. Fora51, there is no second minimum ifb is
smaller than 1.25. We will only takea51, the usual value, in
the following calculations and thus,rB is always equal to
rb .

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show the energy per baryon a
a function of the baryon density at temperatures 0.1–
fm 21 ~i.e., T519.7,39.4,59.1,78.8,98.5 MeV! with param-
eter set 2 andb51.31 and b51, respectively. For
b51.31, for lower temperature (T<0.3 fm21), the behavior
is similar to that with zero temperature given in Fig. 1, e

FIG. 3. ~a! The energy per baryon as a function of the bary
density at temperature 0.1–0.5 fm21 with set 2 andb51.31. ~b!
The energy per baryon as a function of the baryon density at t
perature 0.1–0.5 fm21 with set 2 andb51.0.
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1574 56LI, MAO, ZHUO, AND GREINER
cept that the first minimum shifts a little to lower density.
means that at this regime the density dependence is m
important than the temperature dependence. As the temp
ture increases, whenT>0.4 fm21, the first minimum disap-
pears and the second minimum remains. For theb51 case
shown in Fig. 3~b!, there is no change in the behavior, i.e
there is only one minimum at the normal nuclear matter d
sity, which means that there is noD resonance isomer for th
case.

In Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, we show the behavior of the effec
tive mass of the nucleon and theD versus the baryon densi
for temperatures 0.1–0.5 fm21. Figure 4~a! corresponds to
b51.31 and Fig. 4~b! corresponds tob51. Forb51.31, the
effective mass of the nucleon and theD follows the same
curves for various temperatures. Forb51, the effective

FIG. 4. The effective mass as a function of the baryon den
for nucleon andD at temperatureT50.1–0.5 fm21, respectively
calculated with set 2 andb51.31. The solid, dashed, pointed, das
pointed, long-short dashed lines correspond to the tempera
T50.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5 fm21. ~b! The effective mass as a function o
the baryon density for nucleon andD, at temperature 0.1–0.
fm21 with set 2 andb51.0. The solid, dashed, pointed, das
pointed, long-short dashed lines correspond to the tempera
T50.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5 fm21, respectively.
re
ra-

,
-

mass of theD is always larger than that of the nucleon f
various temperatures and they follow different curves. T
different behavior of the effective mass forb51.31 and
b51.0 is closely related to the different behavior of the e
ergy per baryon versus the baryon density and temperat

Since the transition toD matter is characterized by th
rapid increase of theD density, in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! we
show the dependence of theD densityrD1D̄ and the nucleon
densityrN1N̄ on the baryon density at different temperatur
for b51.31 andb51, respectively. Since the number of a
tiparticles is negligible in most cases studied here, we h
rD1D̄;rD andrN1N̄;rN . Forb51.31@Fig. 5~a!#, it can be
seen that at temperaturesT50.1–0.3 fm21 the nucleon den-
sity first increases then reaches the maximum aro
rB /r051.5 and then decreases accompanied by a ra

y

es

es

FIG. 5. ~a! The nucleon andD density as a function of the
baryon density at temperature 0.1–0.5 fm21 with set 2 and
b51.31. The solid, dashed, pointed, dash-pointed, long-s
dashed lines correspond to the temperaturesT50.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5
fm21, respectively.~b! The nucleon andD density as a function o
the baryon density at temperatureT50.1–0.5 fm21 with set 2 and
b51.0. The solid, dashed, pointed, dash-pointed, long-short da
lines correspond to the temperaturesT50.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5 fm21,
respectively.
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56 1575TRANSITION TO d MATTER FROM HOT, DENSE . . .
increase in theD density. At rB /r0 around 1.5–2.5 theD
density exceeds the nucleon density. At temperatureT>0.4
fm 21, the rising slope of the nucleon density becom
smaller and the maximum disappears, and then theD density
quickly exceeds the nucleon density aroundrB5r0, which
coincides with the disappearance of the first minimum
‘‘EOS’’ in Fig. 3~a!. For theb51 case shown in Fig. 5~b!,
the behavior of the nucleon andD density versus the baryo
density is very different from that ofb51.31. In this case,
the nucleon density first increases very fast as the bar
density increases and saturates atrB'5r0 for low tempera-
tures. As the temperature increases, the rising slope of
nucleon density decreases and theD density starts to increas
at much lower density. For all temperatures, the nucleon d
sity remains larger than that ofD until very high baryon
density, which is closely related to the behavior of t
‘‘EOS’’ for this case shown in Fig. 3~b!. Here we have no-
ticed that atT50.4–0.5 fm21 the D density reaches abou
1/3–1/2 of nucleon density at baryon density around 2–3r0.
I.e., at this condition theD density already reaches the no
mal nuclear matter density, which seems to be in agreem
with the recent experimental finding mentioned in the Int
duction@8,9#. In this case the average spacing betweenD ’s is
comparable with the nucleon spacing in normal nuclear m
ter. Our result may suggest the occurrence ofD matter at the
temperatureT50.4–0.5 fm21 and baryon density aroun
2–3 r0, which has nothing to do with theD isomer.

In summary, we have presented the behavior of the ef
tive mass, the energy per baryon as well as the nucleon
D densities versus the baryon density at different temp
tures for various parameter sets corresponding to diffe
saturation properties of nuclear matter. The dependenc
.
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the ‘‘EOS’’ on the nucleon-meson andD-meson coupling
constants as well as the self-interaction ofs andv meson at
zero temperature are studied carefully. The results show
the appearance of the density isomer not only depends on
D-meson coupling, i.e.,a and b, but also depends on th
nucleon-meson coupling. More specifically, the appeara
of the density isomer and its corresponding baryon densit
strongly correlated with the effective mass at saturati
while the depth of the second minimum is influenced by
compressibilityK. From our calculations, we can conclud
that for the favored phenomenological values of the effect
mass and compressibility required by the properties
nuclear matter as well as finite nuclei, i.e., 0.6&m* /m&0.65
and 200&K&280 MeV @3–5#, the density isomer exists a
baryon density'223r0, if b51.31 is adopted. For univer
sal coupling of theD and nucleon, no density isomer ap
peares. But for the later case~universal coupling case! theD
density at baryon densityr52–3 r0 and temperature
T50.4–0.5 fm21 almost reaches the normal density
nuclear matter, which is in agreement with that of the rec
experimental finding@8,9#. Further experimental tests, suc
as those predicted by Ref.@2#, are necessary in order to de
termine whether there exists a second minimum in
nuclear equation of state. This might also provide direct
formation about theD-meson coupling constants, accordin
to our investigation.
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